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Team events in Spring/Summer 2019

TEAM – EVENTS IN AND AROUND THE HOTEL
During our Team Events, sharing an experience is paramount. No
matter if indoor in your seminar room or outdoor around the hotel,
enjoy fun activities with your customers, employees, and
colleagues.

ESCAPE GAME
A thrilling team event
Your task is to accomplish a secret mission. Therefore, you
need to find encrypted messages, stop countdowns, and do
real detective work. You will only be successful if you “think
outside the box”. Will you escape? Time is running…
approx. 1,5 hours
up to 10 pers.
11-25 pers.
all-in 750,- €
75,- € pp

26-75 pers.
70,- € pp

76+ pers.
60,- € pp

THE ESCAPE
Will you get out of the room?
During this digital game, you are “locked” in a virtual room and the
only way to escape is by solving tricky tasks. A team event which
demands creative problem solving, logic, teamwork, and
communication skills. Many different exercises are waiting for you
on your tablet, but be quick – time is limited!
approx. 1,5 hours
up to 10 Pers.
11-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all-in 750,-€
75,-€ pp
70,-€ pp
60,-€ pp
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EXCITING RALLYES
TEAM-RALLYE
Cooperation, fun, and teamwork!
Equipped with a map and compass the participants join a team to search
for marked waypoints in the beautiful landscape around the hotel. On
the way, various exciting challenges that require agility, creativity,
orienteering skills, knowledge, and communication are waiting for the
teams.
approx. 2 hours
up to 10 pers.
11-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all in 750,- €
75,- € pp
70,- € pp
60,- € pp

CRIME-RALLYE: CRIME SCENE LA VILLA
Tension, cohesion and investigating fun
A mysterious death needs to be investigated. It soon becomes clear that
the victim did not die of natural causes. Now you are in demand: In
smaller teams you get together to form special units. Together you
collect evidence, track traces and interview witnesses. Some volunteers
may also take on roles. Who finds the culprit?
approx. 3 hours
up to 15-20 pers.
21-50 pers.
51-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all in 1.500,- €
75,- € pp
70,- € pp
60,- € pp

ROYAL-BAVARIAN TABLET-RALLYE
Tradition, history, teamwork
During our Bavarian Tablet-Rallye, you are out in the fresh air around the
hotel, solving tricky puzzles and tasks. Explore the area and learn about
Bavarian history, the famous King Ludwig II and the traditions of the Free
State of Bavaria. Collect points and lead the ranking with your team!
approx. 2-3 hours
up to 10 Pers.
11-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all in 600,- €
60,- € pp
55,- € pp
45,- € pp

TEAM SPIRIT AND ACTIVITY
ARCHERY
Concentration, aiming, and just “letting go”
The teams can put their accuracy in archery to the test. There
will be some training rounds to get practice before the
competition is on. In the evenings, torchlight creates an
evocative atmosphere.
approx. 1,5 hours
up to 10 pers.
11-25 pers.
all-in 750,- €
75,- € pp
Telephone: 089 – 189 225 28

26-75 pers.
70,- € pp

76+ pers.
60,- € pp
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3-2-1-cut! FILM, SKETCH, SONG
Creativity, teamwork, and some humour…
...all of this is needed for our event package consisting of shooting a short
film, sketch cabaret and company song. Depending on the size of your
group, the creative workshops can be individually combined and relevant
topics will be made an experience. At the end, the works created by the
smaller groups are presented to the others.
approx. 2-4 hours
up to 30 Pers.
31-50 pers.
51-75 pers.
ab 76 pers.
all in 2.850,-€
95,-€ p.p.
90,-€ p.p.
80,-€ p.p.

BAVARIAN OLMYPIC GAMES
Time to revive old traditions
Show your Bavarian skills and compete against each other in the Bavarian
Olympic games around the hotel in various disciplines such as Beer Stein
Holding, Barrel rolling, Nail hammering or ski racing. To make sure that
everyone gets the possibility to take part in each station of the
competition, the competition takes place in the form of a relay.
approx. 1-2 hours
up to 10 pers.
11-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all in 600,- €
60,- € pp
55,- € pp
45,- € pp

COMPANY HERO
Competition, fun and ambition
It's time for heroes: At the big Company Challenge, there are numerous
active stations where participants compete against each other in smaller
teams and earn points for the overall standings. Everyone is in demand:
Whether with speed, skill or creative ideas, everyone can contribute their
strengths.
approx. 2 hours
up to 10 pers.
11-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all in 600,- €
60,- € pp.
55,- € pp
45,- € pp

TOUGH CHALLENGE
Ambition, competition, and teamwork
The Tough Challenge is a course that requires endurance, skill and mental
strength, but also a lot of team spirit. Divided into teams, the participants
compete against each other at different stations and measure their
abilities. Get ready for a special adventure!
approx. 2 hours
up to 10 pers.
11-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all in 750,- €
75,- € pp
70,- € pp
60,- € pp
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EXPERIENCE STARNBERG LAKE
DRAGON BOAT RACE
With team spirit and sense of tact!
Explore the Starnberg Lake on an exotic boat: a dragon boat! After a
short introduction and a little warm-up, the group has to communicate
and work together as one unit and try to paddle constantly. If there are
two or more boats, there will also be a little competition.
approx. 2 hours, 61+ pers.: individually on request
up to 20 Pers. (1 boat) 21-40 pers. (2 boats) 41-60 pers. (3 boats)
all in 1.500,- €
all in 2.500,- €.
all in 3.500,- €
An additional boat can be booked for 400,- € in each price class.

RAFT RALLY
The fastest and/or most creative raft is the winner…
Each team receives a variety of material and has to build floatable raft,
find a team name, design its own team flag and think of a “battle cry”.
Once the rafts are ready to start and checked by our guide, we get on the
water. Amusing and cheerful games await you!
approx. 1-2 hours
up to 10 pers.
10-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all in 750,- €
75,- € pp
70,- € pp
60,- € pp

CONSTRUCTION & CREATIVITY
ARTivity
Try out something new!
A colourful creative workshop as a joint, creative break to the familiar
working environment: Let your imagination run wild and create great
things with your colleague: XXL team pictures, woodcarvings and many
other works of art for your own team vernissage, where the
masterpieces will be exhibited and admired.
approx. 2 hours
up to 10 pers.
11-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76+ pers.
all in 750,- €
75,- € pp
70,- € pp
60,- € pp

THE GREAT CHAIN REACTION
All for one, and one for all
Build a spectacular chain reaction and get it going together. Initially small
sections develops to a large overall construction and an unforgettable
WOW effect among the participants. Successfully, this project can only
be completed with teamwork, good communication and interaction.
approx. 3 hours
up to 15 Pers.
16-25 pers.
26-75 pers.
76 pers.
all in 1.450,- €
95,- € pp
90,- € pp
80,- € pp

Telephone: 089 – 189 225 28

E-Mail: info@xpert-teambuilding.

Find more events at:
www.xpert-teambuilding.com

